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1. Introduction:
On April 3rd, the Agawam City Council will be deciding on a resolution to appropriate and authorize the
borrowing of funds to construct the Walnut Street Extension Streetscape Improvement project as shown
in the plans prepared by Tighe and Bond and A.T. Leonard & Associates for the Town of Agawam.
This report is being provided to City Councilor members, stakeholders, and the public in order to help
describe what these funds are being allocated towards. The report will also explain how the layout and
timing of this project relates to the MassDOT Morgan Sullivan Bridge project and why serious
consideration is needed at this time. The goal is to help facilitate the decision making process on
whether to approve or deny municipal funding for construction, right of way acquisitions, construction
management, inspection services, record plan creation and other necessary tasks.

2. Walnut Street Extension Streetscape Project Description Summary:
The Town of Agawam has hired Tighe & Bond and A.T. Leonard Associates to help design this project.
The purpose of the Walnut Street Extension Streetscape Improvement project is to improve the
functionality and safety of the Town’s infrastructure and more efficiently use the public space in way
that is pleasing to those using all applicable modes of transportation – motorists, pedestrians and
bicyclists. As a result, the objective is to create an improved downtown destination that will encourage
new private development and be economically beneficial to the existing businesses. See Appendix A:

Walnut Street Extension Renderings

See Appendix A: Figure 5 for full size image of street view cross section.
The proposed project includes but is not limited to:






Full depth reconstruction of Walnut Street Extension (from approximately 125 feet south
of Springfield Street to Suffield Street).
Reconfiguration of the horizontal and vertical alignment of the roadway. The existing
horizontal alignment of Walnut Street Extension will be shifted west; redundant drive
aisles are removed, making room for an outdoor plaza on the east side.
Reconstruction/mill and overlay of all but 50 feet of Agawam Shopping Court to create
space for streetscape improvements, on street parking, and sidewalks.
On-street angled parking is proposed on Walnut Street Extension and a second off-street
parking area will be reconfigured in the south east area of the project.
The number of parking spaces in this corridor will be increased from 113 to 124. It
should be noted that 27 of the new parking spaces will be on Agawam Shopping Court.
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Two subsidized electric vehicle charging stations will also be constructed.
Expansion of the public right of way will allow for municipal maintenance of utilities and
public areas as necessary.
Drainage improvements to update and match to the new cross section and road layout.
Construction of an outdoor pedestrian plaza area with plantings, greenspace, seating,
tables for outdoor dining and decorative lighting.

Rendering of Walnut Street Extension – See Appendix A: Fig 1 for overall rendering.








Overhead utilities will be updated and placed in underground conduit to provide more
space for various amenities as well as making the area more visually pleasing.
All areas will be ADA compliant including sidewalks, crosswalks, accessible parking
spaces.
A shared-use path (for pedestrians and bicyclists) will travel along the east side of Walnut
Street Extension connecting the new outdoor pedestrian plaza and existing storefronts to
the proposed separated bicycle facility in the proposed MassDOT bridge project. The
shared use path will extend to Suffield Street for future bicycle and pedestrian
connections as proposed in Agawam’s 2017 Complete Streets Prioritization Plan.
Traffic calming is proposed throughout the corridor via raised crosswalks at several
locations and a roundabout at the intersection of Ramah Circle and Walnut Street
Extension.
Reconstruction of a small portion of Ramah Circle North and South is proposed to
accommodate the new roundabout.
Lockable electrical outlets are being proposed in convenient locations for outdoor
festivals, farmers markets and/or holiday lighting.

Farmer’s Market – Pop-up Farm Stands
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Adequate water services will be constructed to allow for future fire suppression
requirements in the event adjacent property owners wish to redevelop their structures
using the mixed-use zoning with minimal disturbance to the new infrastructure.
A bus stop/unloading area is proposed along the southern end of Walnut Street Extension
which will create space for the bus to pull out of traffic for boardings and alightings.
Local artisan made bicycle rack in the form of “01001” will be installed along the
northern end of the shared use path next to the Penfield property.
The current design includes sets the stage for potential future additional private and
public expansion and redevelopment along Agawam Shopping Court, and Ramah Circle
North and South. The segments of these streets contained within this project will be
resurfaced, and have new sidewalks and plantings installed.

3. MassDOT Route 147 Over Westfield River Bridge and Intersection Project:
The Walnut Street Extension Streetscape project abuts the proposed MassDOT Bridge Project at the
northern end of Walnut Street Extension. The MassDOT project will invest approximately $30 million
of Federal and State funding in infrastructure improvements. The timing of the bridge project is what is
prompting the immediate decision to fund the Walnut Street Extension project. Scheduling of the two
projects will be explained in Section 4. A few of the proposed improvements included in the
MassDOT project are as follows (See Appendix B: MassDOT Bridge Project Overview Plan):
 A new bridge from foundation to decking.
 Three new coordinated signalized intersections: Springfield St/Walnut St/Walnut St Extension,
Main St/Suffield St/Springfield St, and Memorial Ave/River St in West Springfield.
 Springfield Street will have a two left turn lanes onto the bridge to improve traffic flow.
 The bridge will have three lanes approaching the signals on each side of the river to eliminate the
through traffic delay due to left turn queuing.
 The project includes an innovative Complete Streets design that would match up very well to the
proposed Walnut Street extension project:
 For bicyclists: there will be a two-directional separated bicycle lane from Walnut Street
Extension along the south side of Springfield Street to a protected intersection at Suffield
Street and Main Street. From there, cyclists will be able to continue on the separated
bicycle path in three different directions: south on Suffield Street to the end of the
project, east on Main Street to Reed Street, or over the bridge to Memorial Ave in West
Springfield. A bicycle dedicated signal will be located at this intersection (one of the first,
if not the first in the region).
 For Pedestrians: new sidewalks will extend on both sides of the road for the entire
project (with the exception of the north side of Main Street where pedestrian
accommodations are not warranted), ADA compliant crosswalks and pedestrian signals
with countdown timing at all signalized intersections are also included.
 The proposed bridge may be the first bridge completed in Massachusetts to have
separated vehicular, bicycle and pedestrian accommodations.
 Improved level of service (reduced congestion and delay) for all modes of transportation.
 Improved safety and comfort level for all modes of transportation.
 Bicycle accommodations will not be provided on Springfield Street west of Walnut Street,
however Engineering is working on a concept plan for a shared use path to be constructed
possibly using Complete Streets funding in the future.
 Emergency preemption at the signals for police, fire and ambulances.
 New water main proposed using local funding on Springfield Street and Suffield Street.
 We are currently working out the details on decorative lighting on the bridge and both sides of
river with outlets for holiday lighting and hanging plant options.
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4. Coordination & Scheduling of MassDOT & Walnut Street Extension Projects:
The reason why a decision to fund Agawam’s Walnut Street Extension project is so critical at this time
is because there is a major difference between the proposed work for Walnut Street Extension in the
MassDOT project when compared to what the Town is proposing in the Streetscape project. See

Appendix C: MassDOT and Walnut Street Extension Comparisons

An overlay of the two projects. Full size can be located in Appendix C: Figure 3 – Overlay. The
MassDOT project is in RED and the Agawam Project is the color rendering.
The following list will help explain the current state of affairs:
 MassDOT and their consultant Benesch Associates are currently working on the 100% plans for
their project. The project is scheduled and needs to go out for advertisement in August of 2017 in
order to qualify for the already earmarked funding. The design schedule is very aggressive and
demanding due to the complexity of the project and State/Federal approval process. However,
MassDOT and Benesch Associates have agreed to make the necessary changes to their project to
match Agawam’s project if the Town gives them notice that the Streetscape project is going
forward by the first or second week of April 2017.
 The MassDOT project is expected to take at least 3 years to build and portions of the project
(water main work, underground utilities) may start as soon as the Fall of 2017. Bridge, roadway,
sidewalk and signalized intersection work is anticipated to start in the spring of 2018.
 The Walnut Street Extension plans are at 100%, and are available in the Engineering Division or
digitally upon request. A few minor revisions to the plans are anticipated; however the current
cost estimate includes these changes. A more detailed explanation of the cost breakdown is
included in Section 6: Cost Estimate Breakdown and Summary.
 If approved, the Town’s Streetscape project would take approximately 18 months to construct
and could start as early as the summer of 2017 once the right of way and contract execution
process is completed.
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Scenario 1: Streetscape project funding is authorized now:
The Walnut Street Extension Streetscape project is proposing to shift the alignment of the roadway to
the west to make room for on street parking, the pedestrian plaza and shared use path along the east side
of the corridor.

Street view rendering by A.T. Leonard & Associates – See Appendix A: Figure 4

Aerial View of Proposed Rendering with existing road layout outlined in yellow - See Appendix C:

Figure 2 – Agawam Proposal – Northern WSE Area








Both projects will match up in regards to accommodations for all modes of transportation.
Improved downtown that is attractive and accessible to pedestrians, bicyclists and motorists.
Corridor that would function well for a farmers market, outdoor street festival, or small fair. The
street could be closed down for public events if parking is allowed in neighboring lots.
Alterations to the horizontal alignment of the signalized intersection at Springfield Street and
Walnut Street Extension will be made to the MassDOT project.
The MassDOT project limits will be reduced to the northernmost 125 feet on Walnut Street
Extension. Agawam’s Streetscape project design would be implemented south of that match line.
Agawam will begin the Right of Way taking process by reaching out to owners and negotiating
compensation as per state law.
Planning and concept designs for future expansion of the downtown area would begin, including
working with properties adjacent to the area.
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Scenario 2: Streetscape project funding is not authorized now:
The proposed Walnut Street Extension roadway and sidewalk alignment in the MassDOT project needs
to match up to existing conditions if the Town’s Streetscape project does not go forward. Since funding
for Agawam’s project has not yet been approved, this is the current proposed design. Due to the current
layout of the roadway, the proposed MassDOT project would keep the alignment in a similar location to
what exists now. Sidewalks and a crosswalk would be installed at the southern end of their project.

Google Street view of existing conditions – note MassDOT project will install sidewalks on both sides of
street as shown below. – See Appendix A: Figure 3

MassDOT project rendering overlay on 2009 aerial photo – See Appendix C: Figure 1 - MassDOT

Proposal - Northern WSE Area.






MassDOT shifts Walnut Street extension approx. 15 feet east in relation to the Streetscape
project to match the existing conditions. Work is limited to northernmost 300’ of street.
Overhead utilities would remain in place.
Road layout restricts the possibility of extending shared use path down Walnut Street Extension
by travelling as close as 14 feet away from nearest building on east side. This would force
bicyclists onto the roadway reducing safety and comfort.
Additional conflict points between parking vehicles and pedestrians on sidewalk in corridor
remain in place breaking up pedestrian plaza feel and reducing safety and comfort.
Any future proposed plans for Walnut Street Extension would either need to be altered to match
MassDOT’s proposed work or MassDOT’s newly constructed infrastructure would need to be
removed and replaced. Alterations could include but may not be limited to:
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 The plans for on-street parking currently proposed in the Streetscape project along the
northeast side would not be possible without reconstructing MassDOT’s work.
 Approximately 250’ of the MassDOT project would need to be reconstructed. This could
include adjusting the alignment of the actual intersection to avoid creating a dangerous
curve across the intersection from Walnut Street to Walnut Street Extension. These
changes could significantly increase the construction and design costs of a future
modified Streetscape project.
 Further analysis and review is needed to see how the current streetscape plan could be
modified to fit the proposed MassDOT project. Engineering would work diligently to
create a project that best addresses the concerns of the stakeholders.

5. History and Development of Project:








Agawam’s 2010 Economic Development Plan envisions Walnut Street Extension as the “new
town center” and designates the area as a priority for redevelopment of brownfields, creation of
mixed-use sites and connecting the area with a pedestrian network of sidewalks.
In 2014, the City council adopted a Mixed Use Development District encompassing the area.
A committee was created in 2014, under the guidance of then Planning Director, Deborah
Dachos, with the assistance of the Pioneer Valley Planning Commission (PVPC) through their
District Local Technical Assistance Program. The Committee consisted of: Deborah Dachos,
Michelle Chase, Christopher Golba, Joan Linnehan, local business/property owners: Larry White
and Tricia O’Grady-Howard, and PVPC members: Chris Curtis and Dillon Sussman.
Public outreach for this Streetscape project began in October of 2014. Stakeholder and public
input was consistent: Games and Lanes development, adequate parking, speeding, maintenance,
pedestrian friendly design, handicap accessibility, access to the back of the buildings, future
plans and goals for the area.
February 25th 2014 – PVPC released the “Walnut Street Extension Redevelopment Planning
Streetscape Design Concept”. The report goes into detail about the planning and consideration
for various elements in the design concept. This plan was a valuable resource when developing
the current design. This report can be located here: http://www.pvpc.org/content/WalnutStExt
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On April 16th, 2015, the Town met with PVPC to discuss the next steps of the project. It was
decided that Chapter 90 funds would be used to hire a consultant to design construction ready
plans. A RFP process would begin shortly thereafter. A MassWorks Grant would be the most
applicable source of funding for construction. However, there would likely be funding gaps due
to the size and complexity of the project. Also, for this area to be competitive with other projects
in the state, the Town would need to show investment in the area both publically and privately,
there would need to be existing mixed-use properties nearby, and there were complex issues with
right of way takings that would needed to first be ironed out.
More extensive project coordination began with MassDOT in December of 2015.
In late 2015, Agawam hired Tighe & Bond to perform the engineering design using Chapter 90
Funds authorized by DPW Superintendent, Christopher Golba. Tighe & Bond’s subcontractor,
A.T. Leonard & Associates, would assist with the landscape architecture and planning work.
In late 2015 and early 2016, there were several public outreach meetings with businesses and
property owners down at First Stop Café where multiple concept plans were discussed. There
were still concerns about adequate parking and ADA accessibility, street lighting, traffic
calming, maintenance of the public areas, access to the back of buildings, and striking a balance
of pedestrian space versus parking. A consensus was made on a layout similar to what is being
proposed at this time.
In 2016, Agawam received a Massachusetts Downtown Initiative (MDI) grant for technical
assistance in implementing a downtown retail retention program.
In September 2016, Marc Strange, worked with Tighe & Bond and Mayor Cohen to submit a
MassWorks Grant application. However, due to the competitive nature of the MassWorks
program, Agawam was not awarded the grant funding. Since the proposed MassDOT project
work in the area was fast approaching, it was decided to continue to push forward to finalize the
plans and get bids from contractors to determine how much this project would cost to construct.
January 2017 to present, Engineering has been working closely with Tighe & Bond, A.T
Leonard & Associates, MassDOT and Benesch Associates, Planning, the DPW and the Mayor to
coordinate the two projects, make additional plan revisions and work on a design schedule
timeline that will allow for the Town to decide on whether or not to fund the Streetscape project.

6. Cost Estimate Breakdown and Summary:
The Town had Tighe & Bond prepare a total cost estimate for the project which is estimated at
$5,280,000 (five million, two hundred and eighty thousand dollars). A copy of this estimate is located
in Appendix D: Cost Estimate Breakdown by Tighe & Bond. A description of the breakdown of
the costs is as follows:



The low bid amount came in from the contractor for the actual construction at $3,584,955. A
standard 10% construction contingency is added onto the project for unforeseen change orders
($358,495).
Tighe & Bond will be hired for Construction Administration, Observation and Record Drawings
for a cost $322,646. This work is essential for the project to be completed successfully. It will
include the following:
 Kickoff Meeting
 Monthly Progress Meetings
 Shop Drawing Reviews
 Review and Respond to RFIs
 Monthly Payment Requests
 Review, Respond and Process Change Order Requests
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 Additional Water Design associated with fire suppression services – procure through
change order
 Landscape Architect Support (Andrew Leonard)
 Field Observation – Full Time (6 months in 2017, 2 months in 2018) – will schedule to
cover all underground work Full Time
 Field Observation – Part Time (1 month in 2017, 7 months in 2018)
 Punchlist
 Closeout
 Record Plan Preparation
Utility relocation cost estimates came directly from the utility companies after on-site meetings
were held (Eversource, Verizon, and Comcast), this will pay for removing the overhead wires
and utility poles and placing the utilities underground. The cost estimate and 5% contingency for
these items total $829,400.
Property Acquisition Fees – Conservative market value estimates were used by Kevin Bandini,
the Town Assessor based on the right of way taking plans prepared by Tighe & Bond. Land
Takings, Easements, a 50% contingency and a roadway layout alteration plan (suitable for
recording and written parcel descriptions for each taking) totals $179,250. This item is difficult
to estimate because some property owners may choose to donate their land due to the fact that
the Town will be reconstructing the new right of way and will provide future maintenance of
areas that currently are being maintained privately. It was decided to plan for full payment but
hope owners choose to donate their portion of the takings to help mitigate the cost of the project.

See Appendix A: Figure 2 – Overall Plan Rendering with ROW existing red & proposed in yellow.
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7. Future Related Developments and Proposed Uses:
There are several related projects proposed in the vicinity of Walnut Street Extension that need to be
included in this report to properly assess the vision for this area in the coming years. Also, listed below
are some possible uses for the new public space that could be created as part of this project.
















In April/May 2017, the DPW will be submitting its Complete Streets prioritization plan. The
plan includes several bicycle and pedestrian infrastructure improvement projects in this area of
town: O’Brien’s Corner, Suffield Street, Walnut Street, Springfield Street and Main Street
(MassDOT to Federal as part of overlay project in 2021-2022).
West Springfield is currently in the design process of reconfiguring Memorial Ave which could
include a separated bicycle lane and new sidewalks along south side of the road. The long term
goal is to eventually create a safe and comfortable bicycle and pedestrian connection to
downtown Springfield and the rail station (less than 3 miles away from Walnut Street
Extension).
Grant funding is possible for future investment in this area. This project will show that the Town
is dedicated to improving the area and will make Agawam more attractive for qualifying for
these grants. These include future MassWorks, façade improvement grants and others as listed at
the end of the PVPC report mentioned in Section 5.
Art and Cultural events are a draw for the public to visit areas in Northampton, Amherst and
Easthampton. Agawam should consider art grants for programs and events that could be held in
the area. http://www.mass-culture.org/
There are several large walls that would be great candidates for murals.
As mentioned, water services are included in this project to allow for fire suppression systems
which will be required for mixed-use development. Mixed use development may enable future
growth with continued economic strength and opportunity.
The off street parking lot and plaza areas provide room for a farmer’s market or small street fair.
Block Party – the adjacent roadway configuration makes it easy to close down the road to traffic
for block party events.

Possible family oriented events such as DPW, police, fire truck day.
A Senior Center shuttle service could be implemented to bring seniors to one of the many salons,
shops, cafes, restaurants and outdoor dining in this area.
Bike Share program – A bike share program is currently being proposed in Northampton,
Amherst, Hadley, and Easthampton. If successful, a similar program could be proposed in
Agawam, West Springfield, and Springfield.
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In May of 2017, Agawam will hold its 3rd annual Baystate Bike Week event at the High School.
Also, we are working with West Springfield to host a bike ride event starting at the town hall in
West Springfield. Cyclists will be led by police over the bridge and to Walnut Street Extension.
The goal of this event is to highlight the proposed bicycle improvements that will soon be
constructed as part of the MassDOT project and possibly this project. We will also discuss how
after these projects are completed, the police escort will not be needed since the off road bicycle
accommodations will be in place. This could become a larger annual event.

8. Additional Details about the Projects:
Complete Streets Design:
Since Walnut Street Extension currently does not have any residents living directly above the small
businesses as seen in other typical downtown areas (although future mixed-use development is now
allowed), it is important that we make the corridor as accessible, safe and comfortable as possible for all
users of all abilities using various modes of transportation.
 Bicycle Network: An innovative shared use path is proposed on the eastern plaza side
which will connect to the soon to be constructed separated bike lanes proposed as part of
MassDOT’s Morgan Sullivan Bridge project. This could become a major destination
point on the future bicycle and pedestrian infrastructure network that is being proposed in
the coming years in both Agawam and West Springfield.
 Sidewalk Network: New concrete sidewalks will be installed in the entire corridor of the
two projects.
ON-STREET BIKE LANE
2-DIRECTIONAL
SEPARATED BIKE LANE
SIDEWALK
SHARED USE PATH
CROSSWALK
PEDESTRIAN FRIENDLY
PLAZA AREA

Sidewalk & Bicycle Network Overview Map - MassDOT and Streetscape projects – See Appendix E:
Figure 1. Also, a Sidewalk & Bicycle Network Overview Map for just the MassDOT project is in Appendix
E: Figure 2.
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 Traffic calming: Currently, vehicles drive at a high rate of speed through this corridor.
A roundabout will be located at the intersection of Walnut Street Extension and Ramah
Circle North/South to slow traffic down. The roundabout will be fully mountable so that
larger truck traffic and emergency vehicles can still access all locations from all
directions. Raised crosswalks will be located at several locations throughout the project
to provide additional traffic calming measures and increased safety for pedestrians.
 Transit: Agawam is coordinating with PVTA to help improve intermodal connectivity
between bus routes, bicyclist and pedestrians within the area. Additional shuttle services
could also be implemented.
 ADA/AAB Compliance: The proposed project will meet ADA/AAB standards for
parking, curb cuts and areas from the parking areas to each door front. This design was
not easy due to the variations in finished floor elevations at existing structures. However,
using creative engineering design, the current plan meets current ADA/AAB criteria.
 Connectivity: There are currently approximately 614 housing units (with 1152 bedrooms)
in the North Agawam area. There are 90 single family houses in the Reed Street
neighborhood and 52 units (with approximately 209 bedrooms) in the two apartment
complexes on Main Street near Reed Street. A significant number of apartments and
homes are just across the river in West Springfield and down the road on Springfield and
Suffield Streets as well. Also, many commercial and industrial businesses, the Town
Hall and Middle School are within walking distance of the area. All of these homes,
businesses and much more could be potentially connected to the new bicycle and
pedestrian network proposed in this project, the MassDOT project and several anticipated
Complete Streets projects in the near future.

Maintenance:

 On-going maintenance of the public space will be provided by the DPW and possibly the
Beautification Committee. This will include the public sidewalk, shared use path,
parking areas, public signs, tree belt, plantings, street lighting, etc. The DPW is currently
hiring a sidewalk crew which, when not able to construct sidewalks, would assist in
handling snow removal from public areas during the winter.
 Private areas will continue to be maintained by property owners.

Games and Lanes and the contaminated soil and groundwater:

 It is the opinion of the Engineering Division that the private development of the Games
and Lanes site is a related but separate issue from deciding whether or not to fund this
project. We sincerely believe that if the project goes forward, Games and Lanes will
become increasingly attractive for redevelopment that is suitable and valuable to the area.
This project gives Games and Lanes and the entire corridor additional public
infrastructure and beautification which can accommodate future development in the area.
This may incentivize private investment in area businesses and properties.
 While the Engineering Division has not seen any of the actual reports regarding the clean
up and current contamination status, we are being told by the Mayor, Marc Strange and
David Peter of Site Redevelopment Technologies that the soil on site is clean. However,
groundwater may still be contaminated but it is limited to 4 to 8 feet below the surface.
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 A majority of the proposed work in that area is limited to the surface (above the
groundwater elevation). However several fire hydrants and catch basins are being
relocated and may encounter contaminated groundwater during that work. If
contaminated soils or groundwater are encountered, they will be handled in accordance
with all DEP regulations. Contaminated soil items are included in the bid documents:

 Also, the current cost estimate accounts for contingencies in the event this or other
unexpected issues arise to certain extent. Engineering expressed its concerns on this
matter, but understands that it is difficult to accurately estimate the impact (if any) this
may have on the project without a comprehensive subsurface investigation.

9. Engineering Opinion and Conclusion:
The Agawam City Council will need to decide if the Town should invest in building the infrastructure
that will help spur private investment in this area. A vote for this funding is a “build it and they will
come” and proactive approach. This will create a centralized downtown destination with a Complete
Streets design in which the Town and surrounding area can build off of for years to come. MassDOT is
committed to investing over $30 million in this area with their complete streets bridge project.
However, the Town’s efforts shouldn’t end with the construction of the infrastructure; grant funding,
events, and additional incentives and funding should be implemented to promote the area. Regardless
of whether or not this project goes forward, it will be essential that the Town works to support the
businesses in this area during the proposed construction in the coming years.
A vote against funding this project would free up opportunities to bond for other municipal projects.
The MassDOT project will not provide any additional streetscape improvements or outdoor plaza
amenities other than the new roadway and sidewalk as described. The current plans for the Walnut
Street Extension Streetscape project prepared by Tighe & Bond would need to be modified to match the
proposed work by MassDOT. On-street parking would be unlikely along the eastern side for much of the
northeastern segment of the corridor. A revised project could be developed, but it would likely not be as
cohesive as what is currently being proposed. The Town would incur additional design costs. A 3-year
delay in any public construction work north of Agawam Shopping Court would be likely so as to not
16

conflict with the MassDOT bridge project. Grants or other funding sources might be able to be secured
to help mitigate the additional design and construction costs. However, in order to be competitive in
receiving such grants, Agawam needs to show that it is dedicated to the development of this area.
MassDOT is investing approximately $30 million in the bridge project. If the Town invests in this
project, it would make this area much more competitive when applying for subsequent funding, like
MassWorks grants, for future downtown expansions.
The Agawam Engineering Division is hopeful that this narrative has assisted in accurately describing the
Walnut Street Extension Streetscape and MassDOT bridge projects. The Engineering Division has
compiled the information in this report through meetings, plans, reports, emails and conversations with
the people that have been working on these projects. The statements in this report have been prepared
carefully and as accurately as possible with the information that was available at the time of writing.
Due to time constraints, this report has not been reviewed by MassDOT, Tighe & Bond, Benesch
Associates, A.T. Leonard & Associates, the Mayor or other municipal departments. Engineering
reserves the right to revise statements in this report based on new information as it becomes available
and if necessary, will make every effort to do so prior to the vote on April 3rd.
If for any reason, you have any questions or concerns regarding anything in this report or would like to
know more details about the Walnut Street Extension Streetscape project, the MassDOT Bridge project,
the West Springfield Memorial Ave project, future Complete Streets projects, schedules, timing, or
anything else relating to these projects please do not hesitate to contact Michelle C. Chase, the Town
Engineer at 413-821-0625 or mchase@agawam.ma.us.
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10.

APPENDICES

Appendix A: Walnut Street Extension Renderings
Figure 1: Overall Plan Rendering
Figure 2: Overall Plan Rendering with Existing ROW, Proposed ROW, and
Water Service Locations
Figure 3: Street View - Existing
Figure 4: Street View - Proposed
Figure 5: Street View - Cross Section
Figure 6: Walnut Street Extension – Plan Overview
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Figure 1: Overall Plan Rendering
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Figure 2: Overall Plan Rendering with Existing ROW, Proposed ROW, and Water
Service Locations
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Figure 3: Street View – Existing
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Figure 4: Street View - Proposed
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Figure 5: Street View - Cross Section
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Figure 6: Walnut Street Extension – Plan Overview
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Appendix B: MassDOT Bridge Project Overview Plan
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Appendix C: MassDOT and Walnut Street Comparison
Figure 1: MassDOT Proposal- Northern Walnut Street Extension Area
Figure 2: Agawam Proposal – Northern Walnut Street Extension Area
Figure 3: Overlay of both projects
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Figure 1: MassDOT Proposal- Northern Walnut Street Extension Area

Aerial photo of Walnut Street Extension with MassDOT bridge project rendering overlay in grey, dark grey, yellow and green.
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Figure 2: Agawam Proposal – Northern Walnut Street Extension Area

Rendering of Walnut Street Extension Streetscape Project with existing road limits in YELLOW.
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Figure 3: Overlay of both projects

Rendering of Walnut Street Extension Streetscape Project with MassDOT street and sidewalk layout in RED.
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Appendix D: Cost Estimate Breakdown Prepared by Tighe & Bond
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Page 2 of 3
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Appendix E: Complete Streets Accommodations Overview Maps
Figure 1: Bicycle and Pedestrian Accommodations Map – Both Projects
Figure 2: Bicycle and Pedestrian Accommodations Map – MassDOT Proposal
only
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Figure 1: Bicycle and Pedestrian Accommodations Map – Both Projects
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Figure 2: Bicycle and Pedestrian Accommodations Map – MassDOT Proposal Only
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